REBOKE 6000 TSI
Agility and practically in the
instantaneous seeds treatment

Protection grid

Grid attached inside of the product
hopper, avoiding other objects entry.

In the Reboke 6000 TSI, the seeds treatment
auger is lined with rubber. It avoids damages to
the grains, such as breaking and crushing. The
conductor tube has a side opening to facilitate
the cleaning, and the seed types change.

Product hopper

On the Reboke 6000 TSIl, there
are two polyethylene hoppers
with a 35-liter capacity. The
chemicals are destined for
the protection of the seeds.
The hopper for inoculants
is thermal, providing better
utilization and ensure that the
bacteria (Rhizobium) lives for an
extended period.

SHS (Stara
Hydraulic System)
The SHS is an independent
oil system for the hydraulic
activation from the Reboke
6000 TSI. 50 liters (tractor’s
oil flow needed). SHS is
optional.

Control panel

A panel controls the seed
treatment. Through this device,
it is possible to adjust the flow,
make calibrations, turn on the
headlights, and start or stop the
treatment process.
The remote control is synchronized
with the control panel. Through
it, the operator can turn on and
off the seeds treatment at a long
distance.

Mixers

The defensive and inoculant hoppers
have internal mixing system that has
the function of avoiding the amount
of product in the hopper bottom. It is
activated through the control panel.

A central panel, easily
visualized by the operator,
providing a quick and
practical adjustment of the
seeds treatment.

Metering pumps

Clean water tank

It has clean water tank with capacity for
45 liters, which enables the cleaning of
the system after the seeds treatment.

Two electric pumps are used for product
transference in the Reboke 6000 TSI. One of 8mm
for inoculants that vary from 80 to 700 mL/min and
another of 11mm for the defensives that vary from
200 to 2,000 mL/min.

*Depending on the type of seed.

**Oil deposit for 110 liters with flow pump for 50 L/min,
activated by shaft in the PTO on 540rpm.

Images merely illustrative

The Reboke 6000 TSI has a system that
incorporates the graphite with the seed in the
discharge tube, offering a more homogeneous
planting and with less planter wastage.

Model
Reboke 6000 TSI
Total width with auger
5,275mm
Wheelset external length with auger
3,200mm
Height with closed auger
3,300mm
Height with opened auger
4,230mm
Useful unload height
3,700mm
Seeds treatment capacity
*Up to 150 kg/min
Treatment pumps capacity
35 l each
Treatment types
Inoculants and defensives (liquid)
Inoculant metering range
80 to 700ml
Defensive metering range
200 to 2,000ml
Auger activation system
Motor TE 65 with electro hydraulic control
Treatment system
2 electric dosage pumps
Electric system
Dosage electric system, with keyboard,
module and remote control
Tire
7.50” x 16” - 10 ply
Optional
**SHS system
Convoy hitch

The Marketing Department reserves the right to improve and/or modify product features, without
prior notice, not assuming any obligation to continue with products previously commercialized.

Stainless steel gear,
responsible for moving
the graphite to avoid
the gaps formation.

Graphite system
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maintenance, providing less cost and higher profitability
concerning the conventional agricultural grain carts.
The Reboke 6000 TSI chassis pass through a jet blasting process,
which eliminates all the rust and residuals, improving paint quality.
the
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The Reboke 6000 TSI is an agricultural grain cart which is
characterized by performing the seeds treatment instantly at
the time of planting, increasing the gains in productivity and
profitability to the rural producer.
It has a quick removal polyethylene hopper, facilitating
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